
1) Dobereiner's rriads do nor exisr in Newland's Ocraves. Is rhe above srarement rrue? If rrue, Justify. 

Ans. 

False. Dobereiner's triads do exist in Newland's Octaves. For example, the elements 

Lithium(Li), Potassium(K) and Sodium(Na) constitute a Dobereiner's Triad but are also found in the second column of Newland's Octaves. 

2) Whar were rhe anomalies of Dobereiner's classificarion? 

Ans. 

L They were not applicable for very low mass or very high mass elements. 

ii. All the elements couldn't fit into Dobereiner's triads. 

iii As the methods to calculate atomic mass improved, Dobereiner's triads validity began to decrease. For example, in the triad of F, Cl and Br, the arithmetic mean of 

atomic masses of F and Br is not equal to the atomic mass of Cl. 

3) Why did Newland's Law of Ocraves fail ro completely answer all rhe quesrions of aromic 

mysteries? 

Ans. 

(i) Elements discovered later like the noble gases couldn't fit into his table. 

(ii) The law was not valid for atomic masses higher than Ca. 

4) Predicr rhe formulae for rhe oxides of rhe following elements: Si, K, Ba, Al, Ca using Mendeleev's periodic rable. 

Ans. 

Si-SiO2 

Ba-Bao 

Ca-Cao 

5) Which are rhe orher elements orher rhan Gallium rhar Mendeleev left in his periodic rable, 

Ans. 

since the time they were discovered? 

Germanium and Scandium 

6) Whar were rhe characrerisrics of rhe aroms rhar Mendeleev concentrared upon while crearing his periodic rable? 

Ans. 

He concentrated on the various compounds formed by the elements with Hydrogen and 

Oxygen. Among physical properties, he observed the relationship between the atomic masses 

of various elements. 

7) Jusrify rhe placement of noble gases in a separare group. 

Ans. 

They had to be placed in a separate group due to their inert nature and low concentration in our atmosphere so that they don't disturb the existing order. 

8) Whal were rhe limirarions of Mendeleev's rable and how did the modern periodic rable solve rhem? 

Ans. 

The various anomalies of Mendeleev include the position of hydrogen, anomalous pair of isotopes, position of lanthanides and actinides etc. These limitations were 

overcome in the modern periodic table by adopting Atomic number as the main criteria instead of atomic mass 

9) Suggest rwo elements whose reactions are similar to rhar of Magnesium. Whal is rhe basis of your choice? 

Ans. 

Calcium and Bervllium 
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